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Information about the software update

Content

These instructions provide information about the software update.

The content of the software update depends on the software version of your vehicle.

Please refer to the following information for details about the software update and supported devices.

Depending on your vehicle, one of the following versions will be installed:

- TV 010.013.011 & MV 010.013.011 & HV 130.017.021
- TV 110.005.011 & MV 110.005.011 & HV 130.017.021
- TV 110.005.011 & MV 110.005.011 & HV 1130.017.021
- TV 110.005.011 & MV 110.005.011 & HV 1130.017.021
- TV 110.005.011 & MV 110.005.011 & HV 1130.017.021
- TV 130.017.020 & MV 130.008.020 & HV 130.017.021
- TV 130.017.020 & MV 130.009.020 & HV 130.017.021
- TV 130.017.020 & MV 130.009.020 & HV 130.017.021
- TV 130.017.020 & HV 130.017.021
- TV 130.017.020 & HV 130.017.021
- TV 130.017.020 & HV 130.017.021
- TV 130.017.020 & HV 130.017.021

Requirements

The software update is only available for specific vehicles that are equipped with the USB audio interface.

To check if your vehicle is supported, refer to www.bmw.com/update or the compatibility matrix under www.bmw.com/bluetooth.

The Owner’s Handbook for Navigation, Entertainment, Communication provides additional information about the software update.

Installation

The installation of the software update requires the acceptance of the right of use conditions.

Refer to www.bmw.com/update.

To install the software update, save the software update file to a USB device in the main directory and connect the USB device at the USB audio interface on the centre armrest.

In addition, observe the notes in the Owner’s Handbook for Navigation, Entertainment, Communication under software update.

Following the installation of the software update, the new software version will be displayed in the vehicle:

1. "My Vehicle"
2. "iDrive settings"
3. "Software update"
4. "Show current version"

Notes

Switch off the vehicle at the end of the software update.

Transmitted data from external devices will be re-synchronized where required.

Tracks or playlists that were played back prior to the software update must be reselected.
This is also required for the restoration of earlier software versions:

1. "My Vehicle"
2. "iDrive settings"
3. "Software update"
4. "Restore software"

When the software is restored or updated by the service partner, manually generated changes for music files may be deleted.

If the following menu item is not displayed correctly after the software update, briefly deactivate Bluetooth for the installation:

1. "Communication"
2. "Manage mobile devices"
3. "Settings"
4. "Bluetooth:

---

**Software update (MV & TV 010.012.001)**

The software update makes the following adjustments:

**Multimedia**

- Improves stability in certain audio formats (regardless of device).
- Improves stability in F45 vehicles (regardless of device).
- Improves stability during database updates (regardless of device).
- Improves stability after the system has been restarted (regardless of device).
- Improves stability when the song currently playing changes (USB stick).
- Improves USB connection stability (USB stick).
- Improves the USB function (HTC One).
- Makes it possible to switch to accessory mode (Samsung Galaxy S4).

**Phone**

- Improves stability (Apple iPhone).
- Improves Bluetooth stability when establishing the initial connection (Motorola Moto X).
- It improves the Bluetooth stability for the use of an Apple Watch.
- Improves Bluetooth stability for the use of an iPhone (Apple iPhone).
- Improves stability for the use of BMW Online services (Blackberry OS 10.3).
- Navigation addresses can now be stored in contacts (regardless of device).
- Call lists can now be transferred (Samsung, LG and Blackberry).

**Notes**

Following the installation of the software update, the current software version will be displayed in the vehicle:

- Telephone/media: TV 010.013.011 & MV 010.013.011 & HV 130.017.021

---

**Software update (MV & TV 100.011.001)**

The software update makes the following adjustments:

**Multimedia**

- Improves stability in certain audio formats (regardless of device).
- Improves stability in F45 vehicles (regardless of device).
- Improves stability during database updates (regardless of device).
- Improves stability after the system has been restarted (regardless of device).
- Improves stability when the song currently playing changes (USB stick).
- Improves USB connection stability (USB stick).
- Improves the USB function (HTC One).
- Improves stability (regardless of device).
Improves stability when the song currently playing changes (USB stick).

Improves USB connection stability (USB stick).

Improves the USB function (HTC One).

Makes it possible to switch to accessory mode (Samsung Galaxy S4).

Corrects the podcast function (Apple iPhone).

Phone

It improves the display of Chinese names for China (some Android devices).

Improves Bluetooth stability when establishing the initial connection (Motorola Moto X).

It improves the Bluetooth stability for the use of an Apple Watch.

Improves Bluetooth stability for the use of an iPhone (Apple iPhone).

Improves stability for the use of BMW Online services (Blackberry OS 10.3).

Navigation addresses can now be stored in contacts (regardless of device).

Call lists can now be transferred (Samsung, LG and Blackberry).

Notes

Following the installation of the software update, the current software version will be displayed in the vehicle:

Media/telephone: TV 110.005.011 & MV 110.005.011 & HV 130.017.021

Software update (MV & TV 110.002.002)

The software update makes the following adjustments:

Multimedia

Improves stability in certain audio formats (regardless of device).

Improves stability in F45 vehicles (regardless of device).

Improves stability during database updates (regardless of device).

Improves stability after the system has been restarted (regardless of device).

Improves stability when the song currently playing changes (USB stick).

Improves USB connection stability (USB stick).

Improves the USB function (HTC One).

Makes it possible to switch to accessory mode (Samsung Galaxy S4).

Corrects the podcast function (Apple iPhone).

Phone

It improves the display of Chinese names for China (some Android devices).

Improves Bluetooth stability when establishing the initial connection (Motorola Moto X).

It improves the Bluetooth stability for the use of an Apple Watch.

Improves Bluetooth stability for the use of an iPhone (Apple iPhone).

Improves stability for the use of BMW Online services (Blackberry OS 10.3).

Navigation addresses can now be stored in contacts (regardless of device).

Call lists can now be transferred (Samsung, LG and Blackberry).

Notes

Following the installation of the software update, the current software version will be displayed in the vehicle:

Media/telephone: TV 110.005.011 & MV 110.005.011 & HV 130.017.021
Software update (MV & TV 110.004.001)

The software update makes the following adjustments:

**Multimedia**
- Improves stability in certain audio formats (regardless of device).
- Improves stability in F45 vehicles (regardless of device).
- Improves stability during database updates (regardless of device).
- Improves stability after the system has been restarted (regardless of device).
- Improves stability when the song currently playing changes (USB stick).
- Improves USB connection stability (USB stick).
- Improves the USB function (HTC One).
- Makes it possible to switch to accessory mode (Samsung Galaxy S4).
- Corrects the podcast function (Apple iPhone).

**Phone**
- It improves the display of Chinese names for China (some Android devices).
- Improves Bluetooth stability when establishing the initial connection (Motorola Moto X).
- It improves the Bluetooth stability for the use of an Apple Watch.
- Improves Bluetooth stability for the use of an iPhone (Apple iPhone).
- Improves stability for the use of BMW Online services (Blackberry OS 10.3).
- Navigation addresses can now be stored in contacts (regardless of device).
- Call lists can now be transferred (Samsung, LG and Blackberry).

**Notes**
Following the installation of the software update, the current software version will be displayed in the vehicle:
- Media/telephone: TV 110.005.011 & MV 110.005.011 & HV 130.017.021

Software update (MV & TV 130.007.002)

The software update makes the following adjustments:

**Multimedia**
- Improves stability during database updates (regardless of device).
- Improves stability after the system has been restarted (regardless of device).
- Improves stability when the song currently playing changes (USB stick).
- Improves USB connection stability (USB stick).

**Phone**
- It improves the display of Chinese names for China (some Android devices).
- Improves Bluetooth stability when establishing the initial connection (Motorola Moto X).
- It improves the Bluetooth stability for the use of an Apple Watch.
- Improves Bluetooth stability for the use of an iPhone (Apple iPhone).
- Call lists can now be transferred (Samsung, LG and Blackberry).

**Notes**
Following the installation of the software update, the current software version will be displayed in the vehicle:
- Media/telephone: TV 13.017.020 & MV 130.008.020 & HV 130.017.021
Software update (MV & TV 130.006.007)

The software update makes the following adjustments:

**Phone**
- It improves the display of Chinese names for China (some Android devices).
- Improves Bluetooth stability when establishing the initial connection (Motorola Moto X).
- It improves the Bluetooth stability for the use of an Apple Watch.
- Improves Bluetooth stability for the use of an iPhone (Apple iPhone).
- Call lists can now be transferred (Samsung, LG and Blackberry).

**Notes**
Following the installation of the software update, the current software version will be displayed in the vehicle:
- Telephone: TV 130.017.020 & MV 130.009.020 & HV 130.017.021

Software update (MV & TV 130.008.003)

The software update makes the following adjustments:

**Phone**
- It improves the display of Chinese names for China (some Android devices).
- Improves Bluetooth stability when establishing the initial connection (Motorola Moto X).
- It improves the Bluetooth stability for the use of an Apple Watch.
- Improves Bluetooth stability for the use of an iPhone (Apple iPhone).
- Call lists can now be transferred (Samsung, LG and Blackberry).

**Notes**
Following the installation of the software update, the current software version will be displayed in the vehicle:
- Telephone: TV 130.017.020 & MV 130.009.020 & HV 130.017.021

Software update (MV & TV 130.009.004)

The software update makes the following adjustments:

**Phone**
- It improves the display of Chinese names for China (some Android devices).
- Improves Bluetooth stability when establishing the initial connection (Motorola Moto X).
- It improves the Bluetooth stability for the use of an Apple Watch.
- Improves Bluetooth stability for the use of an iPhone (Apple iPhone).
- Call lists can now be transferred (Samsung, LG and Blackberry).

**Notes**
Following the installation of the software update, the current software version will be displayed in the vehicle:
- Telephone: TV 130.017.020 & MV 130.009.020 & HV 130.017.021

Software update (MV & TV 130.015.001)

The software update makes the following adjustments:
Phone

▷ It improves the display of Chinese names for China (some Android devices).
▷ Improves Bluetooth stability when establishing the initial connection (Motorola Moto X).
▷ It improves the Bluetooth stability for the use of an Apple Watch.
▷ Improves Bluetooth stability for the use of an iPhone (Apple iPhone).
▷ Call lists can now be transferred (Samsung, LG and Blackberry).

Notes

Following the installation of the software update, the current software version will be displayed in the vehicle:
▷ Telephone: TV 130.017.020 & HV 130.017.021

Software update (MV & TV 130.016.001)

The software update makes the following adjustments:

Phone

▷ It improves the display of Chinese names for China (some Android devices).
▷ Improves Bluetooth stability when establishing the initial connection (Motorola Moto X).
▷ It improves the Bluetooth stability for the use of an Apple Watch.
▷ Improves Bluetooth stability for the use of an iPhone (Apple iPhone).
▷ Call lists can now be transferred (Samsung, LG and Blackberry).

Notes

Following the installation of the software update, the current software version will be displayed in the vehicle:
▷ Telephone: TV 130.017.020 & HV 130.017.021

Frequently Asked Questions

There may be instances where the mobile device does not function as expected, even though all preconditions have been met and all the necessary steps have been carried out in the correct order. Nevertheless, the software update does not function as expected.

Why does the software fail to detect a USB device at the USB interface?

▷ USB device contains an additional /BMWDATA/ directory with files for route profile, Gracenote® update or map updates.
▷ Rename or delete the /BMWDATA/ directory on the USB device to make sure the desired files of the software update are recognized in the main directory.